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Introduction7

This supplementary information first discusses the ob-8

served enhancement in wave Ep and Ekv near N , in relation9

with SPB response to air motions (Text S1 and Figures S110

and S2). We then describe the method used to generate11

synthetic gravity-wave temperature time series with statis-12

tical properties comparable to those observed during long-13

duration balloon flights in the tropical lower stratosphere14

(Text S2). In Text S3, we propose a method to extend these15

timeseries to other altitudes while taking into account the16

decrease of atmospheric density with height, and variations17

of the Brunt-Väisälä frequency. We specifically treat the18

case where the temperature time series are scaled for the19

tropical tropopause layer. Last, Figure S3 illustrates the20

geographical dependence of wave-induced temperature and21

vertical-velocity PDFs in the lower stratosphere at high lat-22

itudes.23

Text S1.24

We develop here three arguments, two observational and25

one theoretical, that support the existence of a local max-26

imum at high frequencies in gravity-wave vertical kinetic27

energy (and hence also an enhancement in potential energy)28

in the lower stratosphere.29

First, using equation (3) in the letter, we can compute30

an estimate of the wave Ep from the observed Ekh . This31

Ekh -based estimate is independent of Ep, since it is first32

computed solely with the balloon horizontal positions pro-33

vided by the GPS system, while Ep is obtained from the34

pressure measurements. Moreover, we have checked that35

the balloon-borne Ekh spectrum is not influenced by the36

balloon vertical motions in a sheared environment ( dū
dz

), in37

other words that the Lagrangian term ζ′b
dū
dz

can be neglected38

in front of the Eulerian wind disturbance u′. This remains39

true at all frequencies even for relatively large shear, i.e.40

10−2 s−1. These two estimates of Ep are displayed in Figure41

S1, and agree within 30% over almost the whole gravity-42

wave frequency range, namely when 1.05f < ω̂ < 0.95N .43

Larger discrepancies at both ends of the gravity-wave spec-44

trum are likely associated with the finite resolution of the45

balloon-borne spectra and variations of f and N along the46

balloon flights, since Ekh should theoretically vanish when47

ω̂ → N , and Ep when ω̂ → f . Yet the enhancement of the48
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Ekh -based estimate of Ep at ω̂ . N suggests an increase of49

wave activity at these frequencies.50

A second argument comes from simulations of the bal-51

loons’ response to different envrionmental atmospheric mo-52

tions. By solving equation (11) from Vincent and Hertzog53

[2014], we have numerically calculated the balloon response54

to various synthetic input spectra representative of atmo-55

spheric vertical-velocity disturbances. In figure S2, we show56

the w′ input spectrum and the corresponding spectrum in57

the simulated balloon observations (left panel), as well as the58

ratio of these two spectra (right panel). In the top panel, we59

have used a flat input spectrum up to the Brunt-Väisälä fre-60

quency. The associated balloon response spectrum displays61

a non-geophysical enhancement, but at frequencies higher62

than N . In fact, the balloon spectrum exhibits a decrease63

at frequencies slightly shorter than N , which contrasts with64

the spectra obtained with the real balloon measurements.65

On the other hand, if an increase in wave activity at ω̂ . N66

is already present in the synthetic input spectrum (lower67

panel), the simulated balloon spectrum displays an energy68

enhancement at frequencies close to N in better agreement69

with the observations. We also note that the balloon spec-70

tra tend to significantly overestimate the imposed increase71

of energy at high frequencies, so that we cannot provide any72

quantitative estimation of this enhancement in atmospheric73

motions with current balloon measurements.74

Last, WKB calculations suggest that the existence of a
peak near N in the vertical-velocity spectrum could arise
from the propagation of wave packets. Indeed, dealing
specifically with high-frequency waves (f � ω̂), one can
use Eq. (7) in section S3 together with the gravity-wave
polarization relation [Fritts and Alexander , 2003]:

m2 +
1

4H2
=
N2 − ω̂2

ω̂2
(k2 + l2) (1)

with k and l the wave zonal and meridional wavenumbers,
to show that:

u′w′ ≈ − mk

k2 + l2
w′2 (2)

This quantity should grow along a ray as exp
(

z
H

)
in the75

absence of wave dissipation [Fritts and Alexander , 2003].76

Yet, in a vertically sheared background, assuming sta-77

tionarity and horizontal homogeneity, waves propagating78

against the wind (as orographic waves, or a large frac-79

tion of convectively-generated waves) would be refracted to-80

ward higher frequencies and simultaneously experience an81

increase of their vertical wavelength, as implied by the dis-82

persion relation. This decrease of the vertical wavenum-83

ber must therefore be compensated by an increase of the84

vertical-velocity variance as implied by equation (2), which85

would appear at the highest-frequency end of the wave spec-86

trum, i.e. when ω̂ ∼ N .87

Text S2.88

To generate synthetic time series of gravity-wave verti-89

cal displacements ζ′, we have used an Auto-Regressive Inte-90

grated Moving Average (ARIMA) model.91
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For the tropical dataset, the simplest model that enables
us to reproduce the observed ω̂−2 power law of the vertical-
displacement spectrum (see Figure 1 in the article) is the
autoregressive process of order 1 (Markov process). The
synthetic vertical-displacement time series is thus obtained
through:

ζ′t+dt = ζ′t +W · dt (3)

where W is a white noise process that corresponds to the92

vertical velocity, and dt is the time step between two val-93

ues of the time series. We choose dt = 2.2 min so that the94

Nyquist frequency of the synthetic time series roughly coin-95

cides with N in the stratosphere, and we use a Laplace (or96

double exponential) distribution with a standard deviation97

of 0.17 m/s for W . Note that due to uncertainties in the98

balloon response for frequencies above N
2

, we do not include99

the observed peak at frequency N . Furthermore, we apply100

a fifth order high-pass Butterworth filter to the generated101

time series to remove frequencies lower than 2 day−1, cor-102

responding to longer waves. Also note that we have chosen103

an Infinite Impulse Response filter in order to only rely on104

past values of the time series in the filtering computation.105

This causes a phase delay in the filtered time series, which106

has no practical consequence for our purpose.107

As in the letter, converting this Lagrangian vertical dis-108

placement to temperature disturbance is computed through:109

T ′l = − g
CP

ζ′ where g is the gravitationnal acceleration and110

CP the heat capacity of air at constant pressure. As pre-111

viously mentionned, this whole procedure allows us to fit112

the observed PDFs of temperature and cooling rates in the113

lower stratosphere, as well as their spectrum up to N
2

.114

The synthetic time series can be interpolated at higher115

frequency if needed. A higher frequency noise represent-116

ing perturbations above N
2

could also be added (using for117

instance the mid-point displacement method to match a the-118

oretically expected slope, or adding a small number of well-119

chosen harmonics close to N to reproduce a peak). In prat-120

ice, we refrain from adding this noise here because of uncer-121

tainties of the balloon observations at those frequencies and122

because we target more the tropical tropopause layer where123

the Brünt-Väisälä frequency is half its value in the tropi-124

cal stratosphere. Hence frequencies above the stratospheric125
N
2

will correspond to the turbulence frequency range in the126

tropical upper troposphere.127

For the polar case, reproducing time series similar to the128

observations is less straightforward due to the intermittency129

associated with mountain waves, which cause large wings130

in the temperature PDF. As shown in Figure S3, these131

intermittent events are clearly important in the region of132

the Antarctic peninsula, but much less over oceanic regions133

where the temperature PDF is closer to a Gaussian. We134

have developed a simple parameterization to describe the135

background variability encountered in those high latitude136

oceanic regions. The highly intermittent variability linked137

to mountain waves probably needs a specific parameterisa-138

tion, as emphasized by Bacmeister et al. [1999].139

The parameterization once again consists in an ARIMA
model that fits the observed −1.8 slope of the spectrum. As
for the tropical case, we use a time step of dt = 2.2 min,
but a white noise W , which this time follows a symmetric
stretched exponential distribution. More precisely, its PDF
fW (w) is of the form:

fW (w) = Ae
−
(

|w|
β

)α
(4)

where A is an integration constant. To match the observa-140

tions, we have used α = 0.6 and β = 0.038 m/s. The cor-141

responding PDFs of temperature and vertical velocity are142

also shown on figure S3, while the spectrum follows a ω̂−1.8
143

power law. As for the tropical case, we did not try to fit the144

balloon observed peak at N because of its uncertainty.145

Text S3.146

To examine how the wave-induced Lagrangian tempera-
ture disturbances could be extended to other altitudes than
the balloon flight level, we consider the conservation of the
wave pseudomomentum flux, which is valid at second or-
der in the stationary and conservative (no dissipation, no
thermal forcing) limits [e.g., Fritts and Alexander , 2003].
Namely, for the zonal component:

∂

∂z

[
ρ̄(z)

(
1− f2

ω̂2

)
u′w′

]
= 0 (5)

where ρ̄(z) = ρ0 exp(−z/H) is the background atmospheric
density and H the density scale height, and with the same
notations than in the letter otherwise. Close to the equa-
tor (f → 0), or alternatively in the mid or high-frequency
approximation (f � ω̂), this equation reduces to:

∂

∂z

[
u′w′ exp(−z/H)

]
= 0 (6)

Manipulating gravity-wave polarization relations [Fritts and
Alexander , 2003], one obtains:

u′w′ = −N
2 − ω̂2

ω̂2 − f2

(
ω̂km+ fl

2H

)
ω̂
(
m2 + 1

4H2

) w′2 (7)

where k, l and m are respectively the zonal, meridional and
vertical wave numbers. Letting once again f → 0, and as-
suming furthermore that m2 � 1/4H2, which typically cor-
responds to vertical wavelengths smaller than 20 km, one
can make use of the gravity-wave simplified dispersion rela-
tion:

m2 =
N2 − ω̂2

ω̂2
k2
h (8)

where kh =
√
k2 + l2 to rewrite (7) as:

| u′w′ |=
√
N2 − ω̂2

ω̂
w′2 (9)

To obtain this latter equation, we have assumed for sim-147

plicity and without loss of generality that the wave packet148

propagates in the zonal direction, i.e. l = 0.149

Similarly, if we assume that the background atmosphere
remains stationary during this propagation and neglect the
vertical shear of the backgound horizontal wind, then the
wave-packet intrinsic frequency ω̂ is also constant. While
these two assumptions are likely crude, the fact that ω̂ stays
constant probably holds statistically. Consequently, (6) now
writes: √

N2 − ω̂2 exp(−z/H)w′2 = constant (10)

which is the same as equation (13) in Alexander [1996], ex-
cept for the assumption of constant ω̂. Since N is larger
in the stratosphere than in the troposphere, the

√
N2 − ω̂2

factor in this equation implies an enhancement in the tro-
pospheric vertical-velocity power when ω̂ ∼ N . At lower
frequencies (ω̂2 � N2), equation (10) further simplifies into
:

N exp(−z/H)w′2 = constant (11)

or equivalently, for the amplitudes W1 and W2 of the wave-
induced vertical-velocity disturbances at two different alti-
tudes z1 and z2, respectively associated with two different
Brunt-Väisälä frequencies N1 and N2:

W2 =

√
N1

N2
exp

(z2 − z1

2H

)
W1 (12)
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Those two last equations are similar to those derived, in150

the context of stratospheric mountain waves by Bacmeis-151

ter et al. [1994]. Note that near the tropopause, the vari-152

ation of the Brunt-Väisälä frequency tends to compensate153

that of the altitude. Hence, for a typical N variation of154

a factor 2 across the tropopause, the vertical-velocity am-155

plitudes remain roughly constant over an altitude range of156

∆z ∼ H ln 2, i.e. about 4 km. In other words, the statistics157

of the wave-induced vertical-velocity disturbances derived158

from the balloon observations in the tropical lower strato-159

sphere, as well as those of the Lagrangian temperature (T ′l ),160

which are directly linked to the wave-induced vertical dis-161

placement, likely apply fairly well over the whole tropical162

tropopause layer for the low frequencies. In contrast, the163

amplitude of the Eulerian temperature disturbances (T ′)164

increases by a factor 4 over the same 4-km altitude range165

encompassing the tropopause, since T ′ scales as N2ζ′, and166

thus has an additional dependence on N .167
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Figure S1. Spectra of potential energy, estimated di-
rectly from the ballon vertical displacement (red) or from
the kinetic energy spectra with the help of the wave
polarization relation (blue, see equation (3) of the let-
ter). Observations were made during the 2010 polar (left)
and equatorial (right) campaigns.The vertical black lines
show the Coriolis frequency f for the polar flight and the
Brünt-Väisälä frequency N (estimated from the ECMWF
operational analysis), the dashed line corresponds to the
frequency of the balloon neutral oscillations ωb. The
larger spectral uncertainty in the equatorial spectra is
associated with a smaller number of flights during the
PreConcordiasi campaign (3) than during the polar Con-
cordiasi campaign (19).
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Figure S2. (Left two rows) Spectra of the atmospheric
vertical kinetic energy Ekv used to force the balloon re-
sponse simulations (in blue) and simulated spectra of
the vertical kinetic energy that would be inferred from
the balloon observations forced by the corresponding air
spectrum (in red). (Right two rows) Ratio of the balloon
estimated vertical velocity spectrum over the “true” air
vertical velocity spectrum (used ad forcing). This figure
illustrates the non-linear response of the balloon at high
frequencies.
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Figure S3. (Left) Temperature (or vertical-
displacement) PDF inferred from balloon observations
during the Concordiasi campaign, screened according
to the geographical regions (polar ocean and Antarctic
peninsula). (Right) Same, but for the cooling-rate (or
vertical-velocity) PDF. The dotted lines correspond to
timeseries synthesized using the method introduced in
Text S2. This figure illustrates the importance of (in-
termittent) mountain waves in generating extreme wave
events in both temperature and vertical velocity.


